Peavey Plaza RFQ Questions & Answers

Will table of contents pages be counted towards the 8 page maximum, or can they
fall under the binder, covers category? Also, does the intro letter count towards the
total?
The table of contents does not count toward the 8 pages, but the introductory letter is included in the 8
page count.

By “8 facing pages” would that be 8 pages single-sided, or 8 pages with print on
both sides, making it 16 pages of info.?
Eight facing pages means 8 pages single-sided.

The RFQ asks for resumes for key personnel, if each key partner had even a short,
one-page resume included, it would surely put the page count over, as having 3
projects min. + the other reqs at minimum seems to be nine pages.
Thoughts/Clarifications on desired length of “resume”, or possible descriptive
paragraph of career highlights?
If including resume will make the proposer go over in page length, then a descriptive paragraph of
career highlights will suffice.

Responses are required to use standard 8-1/2 x 11 paper; do you have a preference
for portrait or landscape orientation, or is either acceptable?
Either orientation for the proposals is acceptable; portrait would seem to be the more logical.

Could you please clarify the deadline for submission? We have another earlier draft
version of the RFQ that indicates a deadline of Friday, August 27.
Due to some confusion regarding the deadline for the Request for Qualifications for the Peavey Plaza
project, the City of Minneapolis is extending the deadline one week to Friday, August 27 at 2:30 pm.
Parties that submitted responses by August 20 may submit a revised proposal, but if an update is not
received, the original response will be considered..

Would you categorize the revitalization as leaning more toward ‘re-design and reconfiguration,’ or more toward ‘updating and improving accessibility and safety’?
In short, we are trying to gauge how extensive the RFQ is geared toward adjusting
existing, versus a more significant overhaul.
There is no definitive answer at this time. The extent of the “redesign” will be informed by the
community engagement committee and public participation process described for Phase 1 of the
design.

For the Peavey Plaza is the intention of the RFP that the Paul Friedberg design be
restored to its original design with only updates to incorporate ADA access or other
technical requirements?

The City of Minneapolis will be open to a redesign of the plaza that incorporates elements of the
Friedberg design for Peavey Plaza.

